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Bring some glamour
to your day
“Reflections of Me” provides a bespoke range of 
Illuminated make up mirrors that have been developed

in consultation with professional make up artists to offer

the high degree of illumination used by stage, TV, film

and the fashion world for every day use at home.

The Broadway is available in a wide range of colours. 

It has been developed to provide a safe and easy to use

make-up mirror. It uses 2700 kelvin lamp colour rendition

and is operated by a dimmer switch giving you the

choice of different light levels... Bring the theatre into

your home.

The Broadway make up mirror is pre-assembled, free

standing and is supplied with a power cable with a 

dimmer and 15 x 18W halogen lamps with E27 screw

caps (located within the storage compartment), which

includes 3 spares. 

Always disconnect the power before installing.

2 brackets are included with the mirror for wall mounting.

Reflections of Me

FAUX CROCODILE BROWN WHITE SATIN



Features
� Finishes: - White satin, Black satin, Faux leather silver, 

Faux leather black, Faux leather indigo blue, 

Faux leather navy blue, Faux crocodile black, 

Faux crocodile brown

� Designed for use with 12 x 18W Halogen bulbs that screw into 

the designated bulb holders included in the mirror package 

along with 3 spare lamps.

� Using the mirror is simple, just pull the tag on the back panel 

that opens a concealed storage compartment containing the 

bulbs and power cable.

� The power cable then plugs into the mini socket in the 

concealed compartment. The power cable incorporates a 

dimmer, which is also the on/off power switch. Fully rotated 

clockwise provides full output and when turned anti clockwise 

will dim until fully rotated and clicked into the “off” position.

� The back panel is designed to act as the support bracket for 

free standing.

� Once all the lamps are fitted the mirror is ready to use. 

Always disconnect the power before fitting/changing the lamps.

� The mirror is also fitted with two mounting brackets for 

wall mounting.

� The mirror should not be left in direct sunlight as the UV can 

cause fading and damage to the finishes.

� Measures: - 560mm x 440 mm wide x 75mm deep (housing)

When opened using the free standing 

support bracket at the base 560mm x 

440 mm wide x 260mm deep.

Note that the depth measurement 

excludes the depth of the lamps an 

additional 60mm.

“Reflections of Me” is a division of Morgan Hope Industries 
Limited an organization with over 25 years of experience in the 

development, manufacturing and distribution of lighting and 

related technology to all areas of commerce and industry both in

the UK and overseas.

BLACK SATIN

FAUX LEATHER SILVER

FAUX LEATHER BLACK



Ready to use with
3 simple steps
STEP 1

Remove the bulbs from the compartment

and screw into the bulb-holders.

STEP 2

Insert the dimming power cable into 

the mini socket located in the rear 

compartment.

STEP 3

Use the compartment panel cover as 

support for free standing on a flat surface,

such as a dressing table, and plug the 

supply cable into the power socket.  

   

   



FAUX LEATHER NAVY BLUE

FAUX CROCODILE BLACK

FAUX LEATHER INDIGO BLUE
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